CLASS # 32

CARBON MONOXIDE ALARM
Carbon Monoxide is an odorless, colorless gas and build up can occur at
any time and anywhere. If not caught in time it can be deadly and you can’t
feel it if you’re sleeping.
It can be caused by car exhaust, clogged chimneys, improperly installed
water heaters, cracked or broken furnace hose, portable heaters, barbeques or
just plain gas or wood burning furnaces.
This is an AC Carbon Monoxide alarm. There is no wiring involved and
no installation hassles, just plug it into any household outlet and it’s ready to
protect you and your family from deadly carbon monoxide poisoning.
It has a state of the art long life sensor, a test and reset button, 85 decibel
alarm, and complete user’s guide. UL approved.

ITEM#:
227

DESCRIPTION:
CARBON MONOXIDE ALARM

CLASS # 32

SMOKE AND FIRE ALARM
This smoke detector from Kidde® gives you the same protection as those huge
smoke alarms, but in a discreet, low profile design. It’s a compact unit that is not a
big eyesore hanging on the ceiling or wall.
It’s powered by a 9 volt battery (included). It also features a test button, a low
battery indicator and a limited 3 year warranty.
This smoke and fire alarm complies with UL, FHA, HUD, and NFPA.

ITEM#:
SMOKE

DESCRIPTION:
SMOKE AND FIRE DETECTOR

CLASS # 32

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
These dry chemical fire extinguishers are American made from Kidde®
Co. and rated ABC for any type of fire including common combustibles like
wood, rubber, plastic, or liquid chemicals such as gasoline, oil, grease, etc.
and electrical fires in wiring, motors, and appliances.
They are metal head extinguishers that stand up to heavy abuse; even in
extreme temperature variations and they are all rechargeable.
The 2-1/2 and 5 lb models have aluminum, non magnetic cylinders for
hospital and military applications and the 10 lb and 20 lb extinguishers have
steel cylinders. They all come with mounting brackets and all are approved
by UL, OSHA, DOT, and the USCG.

2-1/2 Lb.

10 Lb.

5 Lb.
20 Lb.

ITEM#:
549
551
556
557

SIZE:
2-1/2 Lb.
5 Lb.
10 Lb.
20 Lb.

DESCRIPTION:
ABC FIRE EXTINGUISHER
ABC FIRE EXTINGUISHER
ABC FIRE EXTINGUISHER
ABC FIRE EXTINGUISHER

HEAD:
METAL
METAL
METAL
METAL

KP549
KP551

2-1/2 Lb.
5 Lb.

ABC FIRE EXTINGUISHER
ABC FIRE EXTINGUISHER

PLASTIC
PLASTIC

CLASS # 32

#10 FIRST AID KIT
This #10 industrial first aid kit comes in a durable, white plastic case with
a gasket to keep it water tight. It is a portable 91 piece, 10 person first aid kit
and includes the following:

CONTENTS:
30
3
3
1
1
4
1
30

1” x 3” Adhesive Plastic Bandages
Knuckle Fabric bandages
Fingertip Fabric Bandages
3” Conforming Gauze Roll Bandage
40” Triangular Sling w/ 2 Safety Pins
3” x 3” Gauze Dressing Pads
5” x 9” Trauma Pads
Sting Free Antiseptic Wipes

1
1
1
1
4
1
1

Box First Aid Burn Cream (0.9 gm 10/Box)
1/2” x 10 yd. First Aid Tape Roll
4 1/2” Nickle Plated Scissors
4” Plastic Tweezers (One Time Use)
Exam Quality Gloves (2 Pair)
First Aid Guide
Plastic case w/ Gasket
(7-11/16”x 4-9/16” x 2-3/8”)

These kits meet all OSHA and ANSI Standards. Eye wash sold separately.

#10 FIRST AID KIT
ITEM#:

583

EYE WASH
ITEM#:

IWASHR

CLASS # 32

#25 FIRST AID KIT W/ METAL CASE
This #25 industrial first aid kit comes in a durable, white metal case with
a gasket to keep it water tight. It is an industrial, 166 piece, 25 person first
aid kit and includes the following:
(30) - Adhesive Bandages - 1” x 3”
(30) - Adhesive Bandages - 3” x 3/4”
(20) - Adhesive Bandages - 1-3/4” x 3/8”
(3) - Knuckle Bandages
(3) - Fingertip Bandages
(3) - Butterfly Closures
(1) - Tape Roll
(1) - Triangular Bandage
(1) - Eye Pad
(1) - Eye Wash
(1) - Trauma Pad - 5” x 9”
(4) - Gauze Pad - 4” x 4”
(4) - Gauze Pad - 3” x 3”

(1) - Filtration Mask
(4) - Gauze Pad - 2” x 2”
(1) - Gauze Roll - 3”
(4) - Examination Gloves
(1) - Instant Cold Pack
(1) - Tweezer
(6) - Burn & First Aid Cream
(10) - Alcohol Pads
(10) - Antiseptic Towelettes
(4) - Finger Splints / Tongue Depressors
(20) - Cotton Tip Applicators
(1) - First Aid Guide
(1) - Metal Case

These kits meet all OSHA and ANSI Standards.

#25 FIRST AID
KIT
ITEM#:

552

EYE WASH
ITEM#: IWASH
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#25 FIRST AID KIT W/ PLASTIC CASE
This #25 industrial first aid kit comes in a durable, white plastic case with
a gasket to keep it water tight. It is an industrial, 166 piece, 25 person first
aid kit and includes the following:
(30) - Adhesive Bandages - 1” x 3”
(30) - Adhesive Bandages - 3” x 3/4”
(20) - Adhesive Bandages - 1-3/4” x 3/8”
(3) - Knuckle Bandages
(3) - Fingertip Bandages
(3) - Butterfly Closures
(1) - Tape Roll
(1) - Triangular Bandage
(1) - Eye Pad
(1) - Eye Wash
(1) - Trauma Pad - 5” x 9”
(4) - Gauze Pad - 4” x 4”
(4) - Gauze Pad - 3” x 3”

(1) - Filtration Mask
(4) - Gauze Pad - 2” x 2”
(1) - Gauze Roll - 3”
(4) - Examination Gloves
(1) - Instant Cold Pack
(1) - Tweezer
(6) - Burn & First Aid Cream
(10) - Alcohol Pads
(10) - Antiseptic Towelettes
(4) - Finger Splints / Tongue Depressors
(20) - Cotton Tip Applicators
(1) - First Aid Guide
(1) - Plastic Case

These kits meet all OSHA and ANSI Standards.

#25 FIRST AID
KIT
ITEM#: 552PC

EYE WASH
ITEM#: IWASH

CLASS # 32

#50 FIRST AID KIT
This #50 industrial first aid kit comes in a durable, white plastic case with
two wall-mounting brackets on the back. This kit contains 232 pieces, which
is everything needed for a large shop. Included in the kit are the following:

CONTENTS:
125
6
6
2
2
12
2
60

1” x 3” Adhesive Plastic Bandages
Knuckle Fabric bandages
Fingertip Fabric Bandages
3” Conforming Gauze Bandage
40” Triangular Sling w/ 2 Safety Pins
3” x 3” Gauze Dressing Pads
5” x 9” Trauma Pads
Sting Free Antiseptic Wipes

1
2
1
1
1
4
1
1

Box First Aid Burn Cream (0.9 gm 10/Box)
4” x 5” Instant Cold Compress
1/2” x 10 yd. First Aid Tape Roll
4 1/2” Nickle Plated Scissors
4” Plastic Tweezers (One Time Use)
Exam Quality Gloves (2 Pair)
First Aid Guide
Plastic case w/ Gasket
(9-3/16”x 9-3/16” x 2-3/4”)

These kits meet all OSHA and ANSI Standards. Eye wash sold separately.

#50 FIRST AID KIT
ITEM#:

553

EYE WASH
ITEM#:

IWASH

CLASS # 32

EYE WASH SOLUTION
This is sterile, Isotonic Buffered eyewash for flushing or irrigating the eye to
remove loose foreign material, air pollutants, or chlorinated water. It helps relieve
eye irritation, burning, itching, and stinging.
Contents: 99% sterile water, sodium chloride, sodium phosphate dibasic, sodium
phosphate monobasic. 4 fluid ounces.

ITEM#:
DESCRIPTION:
IWASHR STERILE ISOTONIC EYE WASH - 4 FL. OZ

CLASS # 32

BLOODBORNE PATHOGENS KIT
Also called a ‘bodily fluid spill kit’ these kits provide
everything you’ll need, should the need arise, for the quick, safe,
and sanitary removal of body fluids such as vomit, blood, feces,
urine, and any other potentially infectious substances. You have to
have these in every vehicle, jobsite, workplace, and public area
where people congregate. AMERICAN MADE
CONTENTS:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

1 Disposable Gown with Full Sleeves
1 Pair Disposable Shoe Covers
1 Eye Shield with Ear Loop Mask
1 Pair Vinyl Exam Gloves
1 Fluid Control Solidifier (21 gm.)
1 8” Biohazard Scoop
2 24” x 24” Biohazard Bags (10 gal.)
2 Clear Bags with Twist Ties
3 Disposable Clean Up Towels
3 Antiseptic Cleansing Wipes
2 5” x 8” Germicidal Wipes
(Covers 7.5 Sq. Ft)
¾ 1 Bodily Fluid Pick Up Guide
¾ 1 Plastic Case
(9” x 8 3/8” x 2 1/2”)

ITEM#:
510

DESCRIPTION:
21 PC. BLOODBORNE PATHOGENS KIT

CLASS # 32
INSECT REPELLENT TOWELETTES
This newly approved EPA registered formula follows the CDC regulation to
reduce the amount of DEET concentration in insect repellents. The formula allows
DEET to be released in a more controlled and measured manner, permitting longer
lasting performance.
This water based formula is non greasy, non staining, low odor, water and
sweat resistant and effective for 7-plus hours against mosquitos, ticks, chiggers,
fleas, gnats, red bugs, sand fleas, deer flies, stable flies, black flies and the ever
pesky ‘no-see-ums’. Effectively repels insects carrying West Nile Virus, Human
Granulocyctis, HE, Encephalitis, Malaria, Dengue Fever and spotted fever.
These convenient towelettes are packed in boxes of 25 or dispensers of 50.
Bug X 30 insect repellent formula is EPA registered in all 50 states plus Health
Canada and Mexico and it has all the claims necessary for a compliant skin care
program.

ITEM#:
734BX
734DSP

DESCRIPTION:
INSECT REPELLENT TOWELETTES - (25-BOX)
INSECT REPELLENT TOWELETTES - (50-DISP.)

CLASS # 32
POISON IVY PRE-CONTACT TOWELETTES
Ivy X Pre-Contact Barrier is an invisible barrier towelette to help protect against
poisonous plant oils commonly found in Poison Ivy, Poison Oak and Sumac.
This pre-contact skin barrier dries quickly, is not greasy, sticky or clay-like as is
the case with many other similar products. There is no waiting with this product.
Simply apply Ivy X and immediately start your outdoor task. Other products
suggest you wait 15 to 20 minutes before entering work area.
Ivy X is water and sweat resistant, almost unnoticeable on the skin and washes
off with soap and water. Covers uneven surfaces of the face, arms and legs and
provides a more uniform coverage. Available in a 25 towelette box or 50 towelette
dispenser.

ITEM#:
735BX
735DSP

DESCRIPTION:
IVY PRE-CONTACT TOWELETTES - (25-BOX)
IVY PRE-CONTACT TOWELETTES - (50-DISP.)

CLASS # 32
POISON IVY POST-CONTACT TOWELETTES
Ivy X Post-Contact skin cleanser is effective in assisting in the removal of
poisonous plant oils found in poison ivy, poison oak and poison sumac. Standard
soap and water will not emulsify poisonous plant oils. This cleanser is designed to
be “wetter than water” to start the emulsifying process to assist in removing these
poisonous oils before they have time to cause the uncomfortable rash, blisters and
itching associated with poisonous plants.
Ivy X Post-Contact skin cleanser helps scrub uneven surfaces of the face,
arms and legs. Application is sanitary and these towlettes are available in a box of
25 or a handy dispenser of 50 towelettes.

ITEM#:
736BX
736DSP

DESCRIPTION:
IVY POST-CONTACT TOWELETTES - (25-BOX)
IVY POST-CONTACT TOWELETTES - (50-DISP.)

CLASS # 32

LEADCHECK® TEST KIT
LeadCheck® surface sampling kits include eight self-contained sampling swabs
with all materials required for a rapid screening test to detect lead on any surface.
They are simple to use, easy to interpret and provide results in minutes.
Simply squeeze the swab on both ends to break the glass vial underneath and
release the reagent, shake vial and gently squeeze until liquid appears at the end of
the swab. Rub swab on area to be tested and observe the color change indicating a
presence of lead. “If it’s red, there’s lead.”

Specifications:
• Sodium rhodizinate based
• Detects lead on any surface
• Lead-specific
• Detects <1µG of lead on solid surfaces
• Lead presence turns swab pink
• High concentrations of tin turns swab purple
• No other metals react with same response
• EPA recognized for certified professionals

ITEM#:
LEADKIT

DESCRIPTION:
LEADCHECK® SURFACE TEST KIT

CLASS # 32

DECONTAMINATION SCRUBS
Hygenall® decontamination washcloths safely and effectively remove lead and
other toxic metals from the skin. These specially formulated cloths wipe away 98%
of all lead, cadmium, mercury, arsenic and other toxic metals leaving skin feeling
refreshed and clean.
Decontamination washcloths not only protect workers, but also prevent toxic
hand-off to other objects or people outside the workplace. They do not contain any
abrasives so they are gentle on the skin and there is no EDTA making them safe
for the environment. Each tub contains 20 decontamination wipes.

•
•
•
•
•
•

ITEM#:
DECON

Specifications:
Invented for workers by NIOSH, CDC
Removes toxic metals more effectively
than soap and water
Removes 98% of lead, cadmium,
mercury, arsenic and other toxic metals
No abrasives, gentle on the skin
No EDTA – a green choice
20 wipes per tub

DESCRIPTION:
HYGENALL DECONTAMINATION WIPES
®

CLASS # 32

TORNADO PERSONAL DEFENSE SYSTEM
The Tornado personal defense system contains the trademarked Insta-Freeze
pepper spray formula with 2 million Scoville heat units. This formula is powerful
enough to stop multiple attackers in their tracks.
The design of the system allows for instant access and accurate firing in the
event of an attack including a thumb trigger, as opposed to an index finger trigger
which puts the wrist in a weak and unlocked position. The stream pattern is made
to reach a distance of up to 18’ with a 2 to 3 foot circumference and the nozzle is
aimed at the target instead of allowing the possibility to spray back into the user’s
face.
The Tornado also includes a bright strobe light that helps to blind attackers as
well as 125 decibel alarm which is one of the loudest alarms of its type allowed on
the market. Includes a quick release safety base that separates with just a flick of
the finger in either direction.

Closed Position

Deployed
** NOT TO BE SOLD IN NEW YORK AND MASSACHUSETTS**
ITEM#:
TORNADO

DESCRIPTION:
5 IN 1 PEPPER SPRAY DEFENSE SYSTEM

CLASS # 32

SPLASH-PROOF, ANTI FOG
SAFETY GOGGLES
These chemical goggles have special vent caps that restrict the influx of
liquids and they fit comfortably and conform to the face so that there is no
exposure to splashes. This feature keeps out dangerous elements that could
cause irritation to the eyes.
They also have anti fog lenses and four covered and shielded ventilation
ports to dispel any moisture build-up. Meets ANSI Z87.1 + Standards .99%
UV Protection.

ITEM#:
714

DESCRIPTION:
SPLASH PROOF SAFETY GOGGLES

CLASS # 32

SAFETY GLASSES
“Snake Eyes” safety glasses are the latest in comfort and protection for
your eyes when you’re on the job. OSHA requires all workers in a service
area or manufacturing plant to have safety glasses, but lack of ‘style’ often
discourages most from wearing them. Now, you can have safety and style.
ACE “Snake Eyes” safety glasses are designed to look great but give you
all the features you need; full protection in the front and on the sides, a view
that is not distorted, and they’re scratch and impact resistant. You get a full
field of vision, a comfortable nose guard, adjustable length earpieces, and
they can also be worn comfortably over corrective glasses. They meet ANSI
Z87.1 standards. Imported.

ITEM#:
DESCRIPTION:
547
“SNAKE EYES” SAFETY GLASSES - CLEAR
547TINT “SNAKE EYES” SAFETY GLASSES - TINTED
547A
“SNAKE EYES” SAFETY GLASSES - AMBER

CLASS # 32

SAFETY GOGGLES & GLASSES
The safety goggles have a clear plastic safety lens in a flexible goggle
type of body that is very comfortable to wear. The ‘flex-body’ fully encloses
the eyes on all sides with clear, see through, protection and they have wide,
wrap around sides, tops, and bottoms to fully protect from dust and any air
blown particles.
They have an adjustable elastic strap to hold them securely in place as
well as a comfortable nose rest and the sides, top and bottom, have mini-vent
holes to prevent fogging.

SAFETY GO GG LES

The ‘Spectator’ safety glasses are fully approved, clear safety glasses,
like the ‘Zee’ medical people carry. They’re just like a pair of sunglasses but
have wide, ventilated temple panels so the eyes are protected from the sides.
They are easy to put on and take off, and the nose area is molded for a
comfortable fit.

SAFETY GLASSES

ITEM#:
554
SPEC

DESCRIPTION:
CLEAR FLEXIBLE SAFETY GOGGLES
CLEAR SPECTATOR SAFETY GLASSES

CLASS # 32

ACE ‘HAWKEYE’ SAFETY GLASSES
ACE Industrial Supply ® is one of the largest suppliers of safety items
to contractors and other businesses. We’ve combined performance, comfort,
and safety in our ‘Hawkeye’ safety glasses. They’re as comfortable as they
are economical.
The stems are adjustable in length to fit your ears exactly right and each
side adjusts up or down to make the lens angle adjustable as well. You get a
full view lens for unobstructed vision even at the peripheral, with absolutely
no distortion from the protective side panels.
The nose guard is also fully adjustable and the lenses are high a impact,
coated polycarbonate that resists scratching and abrasion. ‘Hawkeye’ safety
glasses exceed ANSI and CSA standards and are available in clear, tinted, or
amber, which are great for low visibility. 99% UV Protection.

ITEM#:
DESCRIPTION:
9500
ACE HAWKEYE SAFETY GLASSES
9501
ACE HAWKEYE SAFETY GLASSES
9502
ACE HAWKEYE SAFETY GLASSES

SHADE:
CLEAR
TINTED
AMBER

CLASS # 32

ACE

SAFETY GLASSES

ACE Viper® safety glasses are the latest in comfort, style, and protection
for your eyes while on the job, indoors or out. OSHA requires workers in a
service or manufacturing area to wear safety glasses but a lack of ‘style’ on
most safety glasses discourages many workers from wearing them.
ACE Viper safety glasses are designed to look great and still give you all
the features you need including full protection, an undistorted view, (even on
the sides), and they’re scratch and abrasion resistant.
They give you a full field of vision, have a very comfortable nose guard,
and adjustable length earpieces, and they are also impact resistant. The best
part is their curved, ‘stylized’ look and they have a non-glare treatment for
use in direct sunlight. Meets ANSI Z87.1 + Standards - 99% UV protection.
Also available in clear, amber and gray tinted. Imported.

Amber
Clear

Tinted
ITEM#:
579
579C
579A
579T

Indoor/Outdoor
DESCRIPTION:
ACE VIPER SAFETY GLASSES - (IN/OUT)
ACE VIPER SAFETY GLASSES - (CLEAR)
ACE VIPER SAFETY GLASSES - (AMBER)
ACE VIPER SAFETY GLASSES - (TINTED)

CLASS # 32

GO-SPECS™ ANTI-FOG GOGGLES
The Elvex Go-Specs™ primary objective is to provide an extra measure
of protection in dusty and dirty environments. Windblown particles such as
dust, sand, cement and chemicals can cause serious eye irritation and even
damage. In addition to this specialized task, Go-Specs™ offers a full range
of features and benefits:
Impact resistant molded lens with SuperCoat™ anti-fog coating.
1.8 mm thick Polycarbonate lens with a base 6 curvature.
Polyurethane foam seal
Angle adjustable temples
99% UV protection for UV A, B and C, 180-380 nm.
Tested to ANSI Z87 (+)
High velocity impact resistant

ITEM#:
GG40C
GG40G

DESCRIPTION:
GO-SPECS™ ANTI -FOG GOGGLES - CLEAR
GO-SPECS™ ANTI -FOG GOGGLES - TINTED

CLASS # 32

CLEAR VIEW L.E.D. SAFETY GLASSES
Our new ACE Clear View safety glasses feature two bright L.E.D. lights
on each side for hands-free illumination of any work area. Both lights have
an on/off switch, so each side can be on independently or both at once. Each
light takes (3) 1.5 volt LR44 batteries (included) and (6) extra batteries are
also included.
The lenses on these glasses are tough, fog-proof polycarbonate and meet
ANSI Z87.1 specs. Also included is a handy scratch-proof pouch for keeping
glasses clean and protected when not in use.
This is the perfect pair of safety glasses for auto mechanics, electricians,
contractors, HVAC repair or anyone who needs hands-free illumination of
any work area along with eye protection on the job.

ITEM#:
9510
9510BAT

DESCRIPTION:
CLEAR VIEW L.E.D. SAFETY CLASSES
1.5 VOLT LR44 BATTERIES (6 PACK)

CLASS # 32

CLEAR VISION DIOPTER
SAFETY GLASSES
These clear safety glasses are used just like bifocals in that you can see
normally when looking straight ahead but when you look down they have a
magnification of vision for seeing close-up. The magnifications available are
1.5x, 2x, and 2.5x.
They’re the perfect choice in eye safety when doing close-up work that
requires periodic inspection, like cutting, polishing, grinding, and other types
of preparation work.
Now you won’t waste a lot of time taking off goggles to put on glasses,
then going back to the goggles. These are perfectly clear and will not fog up
or ‘glaze’ over with constant use and, the stems adjust 3 lengths for all users.

ITEM#:
74615
74620
74625

DESCRIPTION:
CLEAR DIOPTER SAFETY GLASSES
CLEAR DIOPTER SAFETY GLASSES
CLEAR DIOPTER SAFETY GLASSES

MAG:
1.5 X
2.0 X
2.5 X

CLASS # 32

FULL FACE SHIELD
This is nylon, slot ratchet headgear with a spark deflecting, wide window
shield in the front to fully protect the face and fully adjustable for any head
size from child to adult.
The impact resistant, polycarbonate shield measures 13-1/2” x 8” and the
headgear is made of tough nylon. These protective face shields are used by
landscapers, woodworkers, metal workers, and any other profession where a
face shield is needed or required.
Meets ANSI Z87.1 standards, CEEN 166 & CSA Z94.3. IMPORTED.

ITEM# :
FS482

DESCRIPTION:
FULL FACE SHIELD

CLASS # 32

FULL FACE SHIELD
This is a full face shield that should be kept around any shop or work area,
especially on all off-site locations. This is Sellstrom’s best for full protection
over the entire face.
This shield is reinforced along the edge with a thin aluminum strip to keep
it rigid. The crown is tough ABS plastic that holds the ratcheting head liner
which is fully adjustable across the crown and it has a quick ratchet knob at
the back to tighten the whole shield to your head.
The shield is 8” x 15” clear polycarbonate and it easily flips up and out of
the way, over your head, when not in use. The crown features a very extreme
impact strength and meets ANSI Z87.1-200s Standards. Also CUL Certified
to meet CAN/CSA-Z94.3 Standards. IMPORTED

ITEM#:
30110

DESCRIPTION:
SELLSTROM FULL FACE SHIELD

CLASS # 32

2 IN 1 FACE SHIELD
This is an economical way to protect your face from debris, liquids, and
other foreign matter while on the job. This face protection shield features an
impact resistant brow guard with adjustable, nylon ratcheting headgear and
comes with two removable face shields.
One shield is a CEEN 1731 steel mesh and the other is a CEEN 166 and
CSA Z 94.3 ANSI Z 87.1 impact polycarbonate visor. Visor and mesh guard
can be used individually or together with slight adjustment of insertion slots.
Imported.

ITEM#:
FS482T

DESCRIPTION:
2 IN 1 FACE PROTECTION SHIELD

CLASS # 32

CURVED SHELL WELDING HELMET
This is a non flammable, wrap around shell, commonly called a curved
shell welding helmet. It’s made of a thermo plastic material resistant to high
temperature exposure. It has the hinged, hardened glass welding plate with a
flip up window and the floating suspension headgear with adjustable ratchet.
These helmets are perfect for the casual user, but also handy to have as
spares in any welding shop. They fit securely and stay in a positive position
when the entire helmet is flipped up for viewing. IMPORT

ITEM#:
517

DESCRIPTION:
WELDING HELMET CURVED SHELL

CLASS # 32

PROFESSIONAL WELDING HELMET
This is a professional quality, industrial XP5 welding helmet. This helmet
incorporates all the needs of the professional welder, while adding comfort,
style, durability and exceptional value.
It features a 2” x 4-1/4” lift up eye shield as well as a complete suspended
face shield that easily tilts back for added visibility. The suspended headgear
adjusts for every size head and has additional adjustors for tilt and depth.
American made by Morsafe® from impact resistant Lexan.

ITEM#:
521

DESCRIPTION:
PROFESSIONAL WELDING HELMET

CLASS # 32

AUTO DARKENING WELDING HELMET
This is a professional grade, Solar Powered welding helmet that darkens
automatically in 1/10,000ths of a second. This amazing helmet will darken
the instant you start welding so you’re protected from UV and IR Radiation.
It has an adjustment shade control from DIN 9 to DIN 13 and a viewing area
of 3 5/8” long by 1 5/8” wide.
It is solar powered and charges with exposure to sunlight or welding so
it never needs batteries. It has a padded, ratchet support system and is made
of rugged, impact resistant polycarbonate, yet it’s very lightweight to reduce
fatigue and strain. It can be used with MIG, TIG or ARC welding and meets
all ANSI standards. IMPORTED

ITEM#:
DESCRIPTION:
NADFWH AUTO DARKENING MIG/TIG WELDING HELMET

CLASS # 32

ADF WELDING HELMET
ADF, (Automatic Darkening Filter), welding helmets are the choice of
professional welders. They have fully adjustable and padded head mounts
for comfort and will stay securely in place when flipped up or when turning
your head.
The lenses have powerful solar cells and darken instantly when welding
begins and clear when finished. The shell is super lightweight carbon fiber
finish. Internal setting adjusts for welding or grinding.
Specifications:
• Shade # in light state: Din4(3)
• Shade # in dark state: Din9(8) – 13(12)
• Response time: 1/30000s light to dark delay
time adjustable
• UV/IR Protection: Up to shade No. DIN 16
at all time
• Power Supply: Solar cells. No battery
change required
• Working Temp: -5° C (23° F) to + 55° C
(131° F)
• View Area: 98mm x 43mm (3.7/8” x 111/16”)
• Weight: 570g (20.12 oz)

ITEM#:
522

DESCRIPTION:
AUTO DARKENING WELDING HELMET

CLASS # 32

MIG/TIG SOLAR POWERED
WELDING HELMETS
Safety and style in a lightweight and comfortable welding helmet. These
mig/tig helmets darken automatically with a 1/25,000 second response time
and because they’re solar powered they feature a 4200 hour working period
without replacing batteries.
The progressive special absorbing filter lens protects the user from both
visible and invisible, (UV & IR), rays and they’re available in three stylish
designs; white flame, red flame and American Eagle. Import.
Specifications:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

View area: 98 x 40mm
Auto dark response time: 1/25,000s
Shade state: #9 - #13 adjusted continuously
Working temperature: -5C ~ +55C
UV/IR protection compliance with EN169
Dark shade #16
Power supply: Lithium battery + solar cell
Working period: 4200 hours
Sensitivity: Adjustable
Weight: 1.25 lbs (420g)
ANSI Z87.1

ITEM#:
DESCRIPTION:
522WF WHITE FLAME - AUTO DARK WELDING HELMET
522AE AMERICAN EAGLE - AUTO DARK WELDING HELMET
522RF RED FLAME - AUTO DARK WELDING HELMET

CLASS # 32

FLIP UP WELDING GOGGLES
These lightweight, soft vinyl weld ing goggles fit snugly on the head and
completely conform to your face to shut out the available light. They’re fully
vented above and below each lens to prevent fogging and moisture build-up.
They have clear poly lenses and darkened outer welding lenses that can
be easily flipped up for safe viewing when you’re not welding or cutting and
they are held in place by a sturdy, easily adjustable, elastic strap.

ITEM#:
518

DESCRIPTION:
FLIP UP WELDING GOGGLE

CLASS # 32

BOARHIDE WELDING JACKETS
These welding jackets are made of Boarhide™ garment grade, high quality
pigskin leather. They are up to 15% lighter in weight than cowhide and offer more
superior cut, abrasion and heat resistance than cowhide. They are also cooler than
cowhide and offer greater mobility.
These jackets feature an exclusive, attractive and functional design, vented
back and underarms for maximum comfort and satin lined shoulders and sleeves
for effortless mobility. They will provide comfort and protection all day.

9 Large leather inside pocket
9 Reinforced stress points
9 Sewn with 100% Kevlar with
folded, double stitched
construction
9 Available in Black or Gold
9 30” length
9 Limited edition

ITEM#:
WC3030M
WC3030L
WC3030XL
WC3030XXL
WC3030XXXL
WC3030XXXXL

DESCRIPTION:
BOARHIDE WELDING JACKET – GOLD – MEDIUM
BOARHIDE WELDING JACKET – GOLD – LARGE
BOARHIDE WELDING JACKET – GOLD – XLARGE
BOARHIDE WELDING JACKET – GOLD – 2XLARGE
BOARHIDE WELDING JACKET – GOLD – 3XLARGE
BOARHIDE WELDING JACKET – GOLD – 4XLARGE
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BOARHIDE BIB APRONS
These bib aprons are made of Boarhide™ garment grade, high quality pigskin
leather. They are up to 15% lighter in weight than cowhide and offer more superior
cut, abrasion and heat resistance than cowhide. They are also cooler than cowhide
and offer greater mobility.
These aprons feature wide, adjustable shoulder and waist straps and a large
chest pocket. Available in 36” and 42” lengths.

ITEM#:
WA3136
WA3142

DESCRIPTION:
BOARHIDE™ BIB APRON – 36”
BOARHIDE™ BIB APRON – 42”
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ELECTRONIC EAR PROTECTORS
These high-tech hearing protectors not only block out unwanted sounds,
especially background noise, but they will also amplify sound if needed. A
tiny microphone can be adjusted with the knob at the base of the earpiece to
either block out unwanted noise or increase the amplification allowing user
to hear someone speaking in a low voice up to 100 feet away.
This prevents having to continuously put on and take off the protectors
to adjust for different circumstances. The padded ear cups and the adjustable
headband also allow for comfort during long periods of use.
They’re powered by two ‘AA’ batteries, (included), and feature yellow,
see-through, plastic ear cups with internal lights that let you see when they
are on. Imported

ITEM#:
N094

DESCRIPTION:
ELECTRONIC EAR PROTECTORS
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EAR PROTECTORS
These expandable, over the ear protectors have soft foam outer layers,
covered in a comfortable, pliable vinyl. They feature a protective inner foam
piece specifically designed to lower decibel levels to one fifth of the normal
volume level.
They can be used on construction sites, around loud machinery, while
operating a punch press, or air tools, at the rifle range, anywhere the volume
is loud enough to be harmful to your ears.
They are adjustable to be ‘one size fits all’. IMPORTED

ITEM#:
EAR

DESCRIPTION:
EAR PROTECTORS
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CORDED FOAM EAR PLUGS - 100 PAIR
Elvex® Uni-Fit ear plugs have a Noise Reduction Rating of 31dB. and are
tested to ANSI S3.19-1974 at an independent and certified laboratory. They
are also CE certified and tested to EN-352 by INSPEC Laboratories in the
UK . Single Number Rating (SNR) is 36 dB.
These foam ear plugs are easy to insert correctly due to the tapered shape
and slow expansion rate. The smooth surface and low pressure foam provide
the most comfortable fitting foam ear plugs on the market. One size fits all!
The dimensions of the Elvex® Uni-Fit allow virtually every ear canal to be
correctly fitted. And with the attached cord, simply remove when you need
to and hang around your neck for quick access when needed again.
Multilingual Packaging; English, Spanish and French, assures that proper
usage information is available where the ear plugs are dispensed. They meet
EP-101 Standards, 100 pairs individually packaged per dispenser box.

ITEM#:
100PR

DESCRIPTION:
100 PAIR CORDED FOAM EAR PLUGS
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FOAM EAR PLUGS - 200 PAIR
Elvex® Uni-Fit ear plugs have a Noise Reduction Rating of 31dB. and are
tested to ANSI S3.19-1974 at an independent and certified laboratory. They
are also CE certified and tested to EN-352 by INSPEC Laboratories in the
UK . Single Number Rating (SNR) is 36 dB.
These foam ear plugs are easy to insert correctly due to the tapered shape
and slow expansion rate. The smooth surface and low pressure foam provide
the most comfortable fitting foam ear plugs on the market. One size fits all!
The dimensions of the Elvex® Uni-Fit allow virtually every ear canal to be
correctly fitted.
Multilingual Packaging; English, Spanish and French, assures that proper
usage information is available where the ear plugs are dispensed. They meet
EP-101 Standards, 200 pairs individually packaged per dispenser box.

ITEM#:
200PC

DESCRIPTION:
200 PAIR FOAM EAR PLUGS
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EAR PRO SONIC DEFENDERS
New EarPro Sonic Defenders protect your hearing without interfering with your
ability to hear routine sounds or conversations. The double-flange stem design fits
most people and provides a noise reduction rating (NRR) of 24db.
Any sounds, at safe levels, are allowed to pass through into the ear canal, while
potentially harmful noises, (above 85db), are reduced through a proprietary design
that incorporates the patented Hocks Noise Braker® filter. Available in black and
clear, medium or large. This is a reusable safety device, not disposable ear plugs.
Lanyard, (neck cord), is included.

ITEM#:
EP3BM
EP3BL

DESCRIPTION:
EAR PRO SONIC DEFENDERS - BLACK/MEDIUM
EAR PRO SONIC DEFENDERS - BLACK/LARGE

EP3CM
EP3CL

EAR PRO SONIC DEFENDERS - CLEAR/MEDIUM
EAR PRO SONIC DEFENDERS - CLEAR/MEDIUM
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DISPOSABLE DUST MASK
These disposable, double strap dust masks or ‘nuisance’ masks as they are
also called, are to provide comfort against dust, pollen, animal dander, grass
clippings and other airborne particles.
They are not for heavy use around paints and chemicals or to provide lung
protection against such toxins. They are used for light duty work in any dust
filled area, for landscaping, crawl spaces, sawdust, ash cleaning, etc.
The double strap feature keeps the mask comfortably in place covering the
nose and mouth. 50 masks per box. IMPORTED

ITEM#:
630

DESCRIPTION:
DISPOSABLE DUST MASKS 50 PCS.
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NIOSH 95 RESPIRATOR WITH
EXHALATION VALVE
These are the NIOSH N95 approved particulate respirator masks used in
many industrial areas, and especially in body shops. They are 95% effective
against particulate aerosols free of oil and particulates .03 microns or larger.
They have the double rubber head, latex free straps with a smooth inner
lining and the embossed fringe seal all the way around the mask. They have
a contour fit design with the adjustable nose piece and feature an exhalation
valve which reduces hot air build up for extra comfort.
N95 masks meet CDC guidelines for TB exposure control and are also
effective against allergens as well as having minimum respiratory protection
needed for H5N1 (bird flu virus) as recommended by the WHO (The World
Health Organization). 10 Masks per box. Sold by the box only. Imported

ITEM#:
NX95V

DESCRIPTION:
NIOSH N95 RESPIRATOR W/ VALVE
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NIOSH N95
PARTICULATE RESPIRATOR
These are the NIOSH N95 approved particulate respirator masks used in
many industrial areas, and especially in body shops. They are 95% effective
against particulate aerosols free of oil and particulates .03 microns or larger.
They have the double rubber head, latex free straps with a smooth inner
lining and the embossed fringe seal all the way around the mask. They have
a contour fit design with the adjustable nose piece and nose foam and are an
‘easy breathing’ and ‘easy speaking’ mask.
N95 masks meet CDC guidelines for TB exposure control and are also
effective against allergens as well as having minimum respiratory protection
needed for H5N1 (bird flu virus) as recommended by the WHO (The World
Health Organization). 20 Masks per box. Imported

ITEM#:
N95

DESCRIPTION:
NIOSH N95 PARTICULATE RESPIRATORS

CLASS # 32
N100 RESPIRATORS
These Gerson® N100 approved particulate respirator masks offer the
latest in advanced protection and comfort. They are technologically designed
to filter out hazardous microscopic particles and effectively protect wearer's
respiratory system in a hazardous environment.
Soft edges and layered material create a tight seal around the face that
is made to be comfortably worn for long periods of time. This respirator has
been approved by (NIOSH), The National Institute of Occupational Safety &
Health and have a 99.97% filter efficiency level effective against particulate
aerosols free of oil.
Specifications:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exhalation Valve
Single Use, Disposable
Ultrasonically Welded Headbands
NIOSH N100 Approved
Ultra Comfort for Prolonged Use
10 Respirators Per Box
Sold By The Box Only
Latex Free
Not for Asbestos Protection
Excellent for Lead Abatement
Fluid Resistant
Made In USA

ITEM#:
DESCRIPTION:
GN100 GERSON N100 RESPIRATOR W/ VALVE (10 PK.)
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DUAL CARTRIDGE RESPIRATOR
AND ACCESSORIES
These are high quality respirators with interchangeable cartridges. They
feature the four point distribution system for maximum support and a padded
chin cushion for user comfort.
The dual cartridge filter system assures much easier breathing and long
filter life. This is the mask that is worn by Pro Drag Racing pit crews to filter
out nitro fumes. Also used for dust, mist and organic gasses.
The unit comes complete with one set of cartridges and filters and extra
cartridges and filters are available separately. IMPORT

ITEM#:
DESCRIPTION:
294
DUAL CARTRIDGE RESPIRATOR
294FILTERS 200 REPLACEMENT FILTERS
294CART
6 PACK REPLACEMENT CARTRIDGES
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SAFETY RESPIRATORS
These safety respirators are comfortable fitting and lightweight. They
feature fully adjustable, elastic head straps, and cushioned nose and mouth
covers. The cartridges can be easily removed and changed and there are a
good variety of cartridges available for various airborne toxins.
The twin respirator features the single diaphragm breather valve design
and two cartridge chambers, and it comes with two anti-dust cartridges.
The single respirator is the dual diaphragm breather valve design and it
comes with one anti-dust cartridge and one anti-paint cartridge.
Extra cartridges are available for organic vapors, acid vapor, ammonia,
dust, and paint, and interchangeable with the Neiko respirators only. Import.

ITEM#:
N53882A
N53883A

DESCRIPTION:
TWIN RESPIRATOR WITH 2 ANTI DUST CART.
SINGLE RESPIRATOR WITH DUST & PAINT CART.
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ONE-STEP DUAL CARTRIDGE RESPIRATOR
The Gerson® One-Step dual cartridge respirator features a soft, non-allergenic
facepiece for incredible comfort and a low profile, swept back cartridge for better
visibility.
They’re recommended for paint spray applications and organic vapors and are
NIOSH approved. They come completely assembled with OV/P95 cartridges and
filters in a resealable bag. Available in medium (G8211P) and large (G8311P).

ITEM#:
G8211P
G8311P

DESCRIPTION:
GERSON ONE-STEP RESPIRATOR - MEDIUM
GERSON® ONE-STEP RESPIRATOR - LARGE
®
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RESPIRATOR CARTRIDGES
These filter cartridges are for use with the Neiko twin and Neiko single
cartridge respirators. There are six cartridges per card. Please choose correct
filter for the correct application and remove plastic covering before use.
WARNING!
Not to be used in highly toxic atmospheres, in confined spaces or where
there may be a deficiency of oxygen. For use with Neiko respirators only.

N53884A - ANTI-DUST
For dusts, metallic fumes, and flying small
particles of low toxicity.

N53885A - ANTI-ORGANIC VAPOR
For organic vapors, benzene, carbon
tetrachloride, acetone, pesticide, and paint.

N53886A - ANTI-PAINT SPRAY

N53887A - ANTI-ACID GAS

For spray painting, organic vapors, mists,
and fumes of low toxicity.

For acid gases, chlorine, hydrogen chloride,
and sulfur dioxide.

ITEM#:
N53884A
N53885A
N53886A
N53887A
N53888A
N53888A - ANTI-AMMONIA
For ammonia and methylamine.

TOXIN:
DUST
ORGANIC
PAINT
ACID GAS
AMMONIA
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WELDING BLANKETS
These Silkglass™ welding and fire blankets from Caiman® are soft, pliable and
easily conform to equipment or any area that needs to be protected. The high silica
content withstands temperature of 1,000° F.
They have extremely low fiber release for near zero skin irritation and a clean
environment. They’re sewn with high heat resistant thread and hemmed edges with
brass grommets every 24". The Caiman® Silkglass™ welding blankets are heavier
than most popular blankets by more than 33% and come with a reusable storage
bag. 100% asbestos free.

ITEM#:
WB66
WB68
WB6652

DESCRIPTION:
CAIMAN® WELDING BLANKET
CAIMAN® WELDING BLANKET
CAIMAN® WELDING BLANKET

SIZE:
6’ x 6’ x 26 OZ.
6’ x 8’ x 26 OZ.
6’ x 6’ x 52 OZ.
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MULTI PURPOSE KNEE PADS
These knee pads are constructed for heavy duty use both indoors, and out.
A heavy sponge liner is first double sewn into the molded foam padding, then
padding and sponge are double sewn into a tough nylon cover that holds up in
any weather condition.
There is a heavy duty molded vinyl knee cap securely riveted to the front
of each pad and the adjustable double straps allow the user to wear them over
or under clothing. These knee pads are both comfortable and durable and sold
by the pair.

ITEM#:
558

DESCRIPTION:
MULTI-PURPOSE KNEE PADS (1 PAIR)
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COMFORT GEL FILLED KNEE PADS
This is a great safety item for anyone laying tile, carpet, brick, painting,
or any job where the worker must constantly kneel on a hard surface. These
gel filled knee pads will protect the knees without being cumbersome and
they are very comfortable to wear.
These knee pads are constructed of heavy duty Polyester fabric and have
high-impact, Poly Thread caps with soft gel inserted to be comfortable when
pressed against the knees.
They have elastic upper straps with fasteners for rapid fit, and the foam
core gives you maximum cushioning against the knees. They are made with
a perforated Neoprene lining which keeps away moisture. One size fits all !!
IMPORTED

ITEM#:
N558G

DESCRIPTION:
COMFORT GEL FILLED KNEE PADS
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HARD HATS
The new generation Elvex ProGuard ® safety hard hats are designed for
general industry construction as well as utility companies where additional
side (lateral) protection is not required.
The lightweight shell is made from tough Polyethylene. The standard
suspensions are made from flexible Polypropylene and have wide contact
areas towards the head. This helps provide long term comfort and extreme
durability.
A soft brow pad is standard and they offer easy head size adjustments
between 6-1/2” to 7-3/4” (52 to 60 cm). They also feature accessory slots
that allow for hearing and face protection.
These hats comply with ANSI Z89.1-1997 standards, Type I, Class E.
Type I caps are designed to protect against falling objects (top impact) and
are not designed for side protection (lateral impact).

ITEM#:
GHAT
BHAT
RHAT
OHAT
YHAT
WHAT

COLOR:
GREEN
BLUE
RED
ORANGE
YELLOW
WHITE

DESCRIPTION:
SAFETY HARD HAT
SAFETY HARD HAT
SAFETY HARD HAT
SAFETY HARD HAT
SAFETY HARD HAT
SAFETY HARD HAT
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RATCHETING HARD HATS
Unlike standard hard hats, these hats feature the fully adjustable ratcheting
suspension systems that easily adjust to head sizes from 6-1/2” all the way to
8-1/2” by turning the ratchet in the back.
They are constructed of lightweight, polyethylene, and are extreme impact
resistant in configuration and materials. They have patented four point shock
absorbing hangers that snap firmly into place and accommodate replaceable
padded sweatbands.
The high quality nylon straps are supported by a balanced crown pad for
the utmost in all day comfort and they meet or exceed all ANSI and OSHA
requirements. IMPORT.

ITEM#:
GHATRAT
BHATRAT
RHATRAT
OHATRAT
YHATRAT
WHATRAT

COLOR:
GREEN
BLUE
RED
ORANGE
YELLOW
WHITE

DESCRIPTION:
RATCHETING HARD HAT
RATCHETING HARD HAT
RATCHETING HARD HAT
RATCHETING HARD HAT
RATCHETING HARD HAT
RATCHETING HARD HAT
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FLUORESCENT HARD HATS
These high visibility hard hats have 6 point ratchet nylon suspension and
universal slots to accommodate hearing and face shield accessories. They
are constructed of lightweight polyethylene with impact absorbing ridges
and the soft terrycloth brow band is washable and reusable.
These hats meet ANSI Z89 1-2003 standard, type 1 class C, G & E and
have an easy to adjust suspension for one size fits all.

ITEM#:
DESCRIPTION:
FLGHAT FLUORESCENT GREEN HARD HAT
FLOHAT FLUORESCENT ORANGE HARD HAT
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FULL BRIM HARD HATS
These full brim hard hats feature a sleek, 3-ribbed and trim design that is
lightweight and comfortable. They offer a low center of gravity that provides
exceptional balance and the full brim offers extra protection from debris as
well as the sun.
They have a soft, cotton brow pad and adjustable ratchet suspension and
meet ANSI Z89.1 type 1, class C, G & E standards. Fits size 52 - 62cm 6-1/2
- 7-3/4. Import.

ITEM#:
DESCRIPTION:
WHATRIM FULL BRIM HARD HAT - WHITE
YHATRIM FULL BRIM HARD HAT - YELLOW
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HARD HAT LINERS
Hard hat liners are a must for anyone wearing hard hat protection in the
cold weather. They are heavy duty, quilted liners that snap over the hard hat
suspension straps on the inside, so that the liner is always secured inside the
hat. They also feature a chin strap to secure the quilted liner around the chin
and face to keep out the wind.
The standard liner is a heavy duty, quilted nylon with a fleece lining and
the long nape liner is a quilted cloth with the fleece lining, but cut extra long
to provide neck protection as well.

STANDARD

ITEM#:
913
914

LONG NAPE

DESCRIPTION:
HARD HAT LINER - STANDARD FIT
HARD HAT LINER - LONG NAPE
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CHILL-IT® BANDANAS
These are very lightweight, comfortable cotton bandanas made with super
absorbent acrylic polymers. Simply soak them in water for 20 to 30 minutes
to activate them and they will remain hydrated for 24 to 48 hours.
They deliver cool comfort to the head or neck, right where you need it for
quickly controlling body heat. They’re perfect to wear while working in hot
and humid conditions and, a cool workforce is a productive workforce.
Flames
Skulls
Red Western

Camouflage

Blue Western
Blue Denim

Royal Blue

Barbed Wire

Stars & Stripes

ITEM#:
6700NW
6700RW
6700SS
6700BL
6700FL
6700SK
6700CM
6700DM
6700BW

DESIGN:
NAVY WESTERN
RED WESTERN
STARS & STRIPES
ROYAL BLUE
FLAMES
SKULLS
CAMOUFLAGE
BLUE DENIM
BARBED WIRE

DESCRIPTION:
CHILL-IT BANDANA
CHILL-IT BANDANA
CHILL-IT BANDANA
CHILL-IT BANDANA
CHILL-IT BANDANA
CHILL-IT BANDANA
CHILL-IT BANDANA
CHILL-IT BANDANA
CHILL-IT BANDANA
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BACK SUPPORT W/ SUSPENDERS
These black, vented back supports have the ribbed lumbar section built
right in. They have shoulder straps and the large Velcro backed front closure
that is elasticized to promote proper lifting techniques.
They are made to wear loose until you really need them then, just grab
the outer front flap and pull it tightly around the belly to cinch up the entire
back support.
These are very important safety items to have around any shop or work
area where lifting or stress on the lower back can occur. They will not only
protect your workers but can prevent worker’s compensation cases, prevent
lawsuits and worker down-time. They are industrial quality and made to last.
Available in 6 sizes to fit anyone.

ITEM#:
BACKS
BACKM
BACKL
BACKXL
BACKXXL
BACKXXXL

DESCRIPTION:
BACK SUPPORT - SMALL
BACK SUPPORT - MEDIUM
BACK SUPPORT - LARGE
BACK SUPPORT - EXTRA LARGE
BACK SUPPORT - DOUBLE EXTRA LARGE
BACK SUPPORT - TRIPLE EXTRA LARGE
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FULL BODY HARNESS
These full body harnesses are made in the U.S.A. by Falltech®, a leader in
fall protection devices. They have the SoftPak shock absorbing lanyard built
right in for security and safety tabs to indicate if someone has had a fall and
if the harness is still safe to use.
The harness is standard duty, 6,300 lb polyester webbing for long life and
an added measure of safety. The integrated, shock-absorbing lanyard has the
locking snap hooks to prevent ‘roll-out’ and is easily operated while wearing
gloves.
The 1” lanyard webbing has a tensile strength of 9,800 lbs. and it features
embedded wear-indicating threads. The rugged polyester cover protects the
shock absorber from damage and the harness has the single back ‘D’ ring as
well as three point adjustability and standard mating buckle leg straps.
Item # 7013 features the back ‘D’ ring and two side ‘D’ rings, item# 7007
has the back ‘D’ ring only. These harnesses exceed OSHA requirements for
fall protection.

7007
ITEM# :
7007
7013

7013
DESCRIPTION:
FULL BODY HARNESS
FULL BODY HARNESS W/ HIP RINGS
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FALL PROTECTION KIT IN A
BUCKET
Here’s a complete safety kit stored inside a heavy duty, plastic, 5 gallon
bucket. Open these buckets to find everything you need to equip workers
with reliable fall protection. The basic kit contains a Tradesman full body
harness with single D-Ring and 2 lanyard keepers plus Back Track and new
Quick Connect leg strap buckles. There is also a 5/8” x 50’ long-life vertical
lifeline with double-locking snap hook for anchorage connection and new
steel thimble for added safety and durability.
There is a 3’ ClearPack lanyard with 5/8” self-tracking, stainless steel
rope grab and a hinged, re-usable roof peak anchor that can be mounted
perfectly flat. This kit also includes a heavy duty, nylon storage bag with
twin handles, a shoulder strap, and 2 internal pockets.
These kits are for roofers, contractors, anyone who needs fall protection
on the job. All components meet or exceed all ANSI A10.4 and OSHA 1926
Subpart M Standards. American made by FALLTECH.

ITEM#:
7596RA

DESCRIPTION:
TRADESMAN ROOFER’S KIT IN A BUCKET
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EMERGENCY WASH STATION

These are wall mount units that can be
put up in any location where a safety wash
station can be accessed.
They’re approximately 15” high and 7”
wide and are for a quick reach, emergency
eye, face, or body rinsing of toxic material
that spills in any work environment.
The Rapid Clear™ station contains one
16 fluid oz. bottle of sterile Isotonic Saline
solution. This is a single use bottle, meant
to be tossed out after one emergency use.
When using, simply twist off the sealed
cap and douse affected area by inverting
and squeezing the bottle. Refill bottles are
also available. USA Made by Sellstrom®

ITEM#:
DESCRIPTION:
®
912
RAPID CLEAR EMERGENCY WASH STATION
912R
RAPID CLEAR® WASH REFILL
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TRAFFIC SAFETY CONES
These high visibility safety cones, both 18” & 28” high, are designed to
take the abuse of constant highway use. They have a weighted base that will
withstand 40 mph winds and are fused into one piece of polyvinyl chloride.
They are structurally tapered from bottom to top with a rolled, beaded
top to prevent tearing under abuse or splitting because of freezing weather.
They have the built in feet and spacers to allow water flow beneath and
loose stacking when not in use and they have a smooth, glossy surface that
repels water and dirt.

ITEM#:
18C
28C

DESCRIPTION:
18” TRAFFIC SAFETY CONE
28” TRAFFIC SAFETY CONE
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18” AND 28” SAFETY CONES WITH
REFLECTIVE STRIPE
These safety cones are a ‘must have’ for construction and repairs around
highways, roadsides, streets, anywhere that may cause a hazard to the public.
The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) and the Federal Highway
Division requires that cones used at night on state highways and interstates
have reflective material (MUTCD Standard 6-3). (MUTCD is the ‘Manual
on Uniform Traffic Control Devices’).
These reflective cones meet Federal requirements for night visibility, as
the collars are made from 3MTM high intensity, reflective material. Also
mandatory (MUTCD section 3F.02) states that “cones used on State and
Federal Highways must be orange in color and at least 28” tall.”
Channeling devices (traffic cones) used “outside of traffic control zones
must be a minimum of 18” in height.”
For nighttime use, channeling devices must be retroreflective, (meaning
the reflection is sent back to the light source… like a cat’s eye, not wasted
by going in all directions.), and the retroreflection of cones shall be provided
by a minimum of 6” white bands placed a minimum of 3” from the top.
The 28” cone has the required 6” and 4” stripes and weighs 7 lbs. The
18” has the required 6” stripe and weighs 3 lbs. They are made of heavy
duty, flexible polyvinyl chloride and will withstand the abuse if run over.

ITEM#:
18CWC
28CWC

DESCRIPTION:
18” SAFETY CONE WITH RETROREFLECTION
28” SAFETY CONE WITH RETROREFLECTION
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COLLAPSING SAFETY CONES
WITH LED LIGHT
These are bright orange safety cones that you can collapse from 20”, 24”
or 28” high, down to just 1-1/2”. They have the weather resistant sleeve and
two reflective stripes that collapse down into a 9-1/2” square base.
There is a drop-in LED light which fits on the top of the cone and blinks
constantly, (130 times per min), and can be seen from 800’ away! They have
a weighted, heavy duty ABS base which keeps the cone stable even in heavy
winds. 2 AAA batteries for the LED light are included. Imported.

ITEM#:
24CWL
28CWL

DESCRIPTION:
24” COLLAPSING SAFETY CONE W/ LIGHT
28” COLLAPSING SAFETY CONE W/ LIGHT
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REFLECTIVE SAFETY CONE COLLARS
Safety cone collars are made of adhesive backed, reflective sheeting and
are quick and easy to apply to your traffic cones. They are UV and abrasion
resistant and able to fit a variety of cone shapes and heights.
They are a high intensity, reflective silver, available in 6” and 4” widths
and are made by 3M®. The 4” and 6” will fit the 28” traffic cones and the 6”
will fit the 18” only. These collars meet all MUTCD requirements.

6”

4”

ITEM#:
RC4
RC6

DESCRIPTION:
4” REFLECTIVE SAFETY CONE COLLAR
6” REFLECTIVE SAFETY CONE COLLAR
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TRIANGLE REFLECTOR KIT
This is a 3 piece triangular reflector kit that folds down into three bars
that fit into a sturdy red plastic case for convenient storing. They are D.O.T.
approved and commonly used by truckers and big rigs because the bases are
weighted to keep them stable in high winds.
When extended, the three triangular reflectors stand 18” high and can
be assembled in seconds for any type of roadside emergency. The reflective
part of the triangle is made of PMMA, (Poly methyl methacrylate) which is
the same material used for the barrier at a hockey rink to keep pucks from
hitting spectators.
These emergency triangles can be seen a half a mile away and are a
necessary safety item in any truck. They are USA made in Tualatin, Oregon
and carry a lifetime warranty.

ITEM#:
DESCRIPTION:
555
3 PC. TRIANGULAR REFLECTOR KIT W/CASE

CLASS # 32
RECHARGEABLE ROAD FLARE KIT
This safety road flare kit is an essential piece of equipment for police,
firefighters, EMT’s, rescue first responders, emergency response teams and
others. They are safer than conventional road flares as there is no spark or
fire to cause possible damage or worse.
Each flare contains 16 bright LED’s with a visible light range of 7
miles and all 6 flares can charge at the same time inside the carrying case.
They are virtually indestructible and have strong magnets on the back for
quick, temporary mounting on any ferrous metal surface.
9 Different Flashing Patterns
Li-Ion Batteries
Up to 60 Hours Run Time

Non Flammable
Waterproof
DOT/HAZMAT Compliant

ITEM#:
LED6

This car fire was caused by conventional
flammable safety flares.

DESCRIPTION:
6 PC. LED ROAD FLARE KIT W/ CASE
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HEAVY DUTY WHEEL CHOCKS
These heavy duty wheel chocks are for keeping trucks and trailers safely in place
during loading or unloading operations. They’re constructed of durable rubber with
a ribbed pyramid design for better traction and can be used on either side.
They feature a steel eye bolt to accommodate ropes or chains to prevent theft of
the wheel chock when in use and left alone. They measure 9-1/2” L x 7-1/2”W x 61/2”H and weigh 8 Lbs. They are resistant to damage from UV, moisture, salts and
oils and recommended for ‘over the road’ trucks and trailers and loading docks.

ITEM#:
WCHD

DESCRIPTION:
HEAVY DUTY RUBBER WHEEL CHOCK
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MAGNETIC SAFETY BLANKETS
These safety blankets feature 36 bright red LED bulbs in waterproof, clear
caps. The double function arrows light up and have a reflective surface. The
lights are visible for up to 2500 yards and can be set to flashing, directional
or solid. The self-illuminated reflective lights are visible up to 200 yards.
They have a strong magnet and grommets on all sides to allow hanging on
any surface, the magnets work great on vehicle tailgates.

Specifications:
• Standard Size: 44-1/2” x 19-1/2” (‘SLOW’
measures 29-1/2” x 12”)
• Water Resistant
• Uses 4 x AA Batteries (Not Included)
• LEDs Visible To 2500 Yards
• Reflective Visible To 200 Yards
• Available In Red with White Arrows (#TBR)
and ‘SLOW’ (#SMS)
• Carrying Case Included

ITEM#:
DESCRIPTION:
TBR MAGNETIC SAFETY BLANKET - RED
SMS MAGNETIC SAFETY BLANKET - SLOW

CLASS # 32

ROADSIDE SAFETY BATONS
These roadside safety batons are durable, water resistant and batteries last up to
100 hours. Their bright, colored LED lights are visible up to 3000 yards away and
good for over 100,000 hours of run time. They have special, cold weather shatterresistant handles.
Available in 2 styles, multi-color or orange with an LED flashlight. The multicolor baton has 6 functions; red flashing, red steady, green flashing, green steady,
blue flashing and blue steady. It’s 21” long and takes 3 x C batteries (not included).
The safety red baton has 4 functions; white flashlight, white flashlight with red
flashing, red flashing and red steady. It is 15” long and takes 2 x D batteries (not
included).
These batons are widely used by many safety departments, police departments,
fire and rescue, road maintenance and airports.

ITEM#:
DECSCRIPTION:
BATON1 ROADSIDE SAFETY BATON – RED
BATON2 ROADSIDE SAFETY BATON – MULTI-COLOR

CLASS # 32

HIGHWAY SAFETY FLARE
These highway safety flares are the perfect substitute for old-school flares that
you use once and leave to burn out on the highway. Those flares were dangerous if
not handled correctly and left a mess on the highway. With the ‘Econo-Flare’ there
is no fire or sparks involved and, unlike the old flares, they are completely reusable
over and over again.
Each flare has 18 very bright LEDs that will last for 100,000 hours and, as
they are battery friendly, they can last up to 25 hours before battery replacement is
necessary. Measures 6” W x 4” H and uses 4 x AA batteries (not included).
They’re water resistant and have a road stand and a strong magnet on the back
for easy mounting in any situation. Can be set for steady light or flashing and are
visible up to 2500 yards away. Available in red, blue, or amber.

ITEM#:
DECSCRIPTION:
FLARE1 HIGHWAY SAFETY FLARE - AMBER
FLARE2 HIGHWAY SAFETY FLARE - RED
FLARE3 HIGHWAY SAFETY FLARE - BLUE

CLASS # 32

WARNING FLAGS & BANNERS

RED WARNING FLAGS
These roadside safety flags are
made from a washable red mesh
cotton fabric that measures 18” x
18” square on a wooden, 3/4” by
24” dowel.
They are also available without the dowel but with two grommets on one
side so that they can be mounted to a pole, or attached to any surface.

OVERSIZE LOAD SIGN

These “OVERSIZE LOAD” signs
are 18” high and 96” long to fit the
backs of most trucks and trailers.
They have large black block lettering
on a bright yellow background and they
are easily seen from a great distance.
They’re waterproof, tear proof and are made to stand up to violent, harsh
and windy conditions. They have four reinforced grommets on each corner.
ITEM#:
1818S
1818
WLS

DESCRIPTION:
18” x 18” RED MESH FLAG W/ DOWEL
18” x 18” RED MESH FLAG W/ GROMMETS
“OVERSIZE LOAD” BANNER

CLASS # 32

WIRE MARKING FLAGS
Wire marking flags are made of a heavy gauge PVC flag on a 21” high
tensile strength wire. The flag is a standard 3-1/2” x 2-1/2” fluorescent color
and will not crack from wind or cold weather.
They are used for surveying, grading, forestry, agriculture, construction
sites, trenching, landscaping, and highway maintenance. Sold 100 to a pack.

ITEM#:
WMFB
WMFR
WMFGL
WMFGO
WMFGP
WMFWT
WMFYW

DESCRIPTION:
BLUE WIRE MARKING FLAG - (100)
RED WIRE MARKING FLAG - (100)
GLO-LIME WIRE MARKING FLAG - (100)
GLO-ORANGE WIRE MARKING FLAG - (100)
GLO-PINK WIRE MARKING FLAG - (100)
WHITE WIRE MARKING FLAG - (100)
YELLOW WIRE MARKING FLAG - (100)

CLASS # 32

BARRICADE SAFETY FENCE
Barricade safety fence is a highly visible, orange colored, polypropylene
material that you stretch between stakes. You see it a lot around construction
sites, crowd and vehicle control areas, and is even used to section off desired
areas in backyards.
They are 100’ long and 4’ high and they weigh less than 13 lbs. There is
no metal to rust and it’s impervious to salt water.
When you need a quick barricade to cordon off any area, there’s nothing
better or faster than safety fence.

ITEM#:
BSG4100

DESCRIPTION:
BARRICADE SAFETY FENCE - 4’ x 100’

CLASS # 32

CAUTION BARRICADE TAPE
This is the yellow, 3” wide tape or “plastic ribbon” that you commonly
see around construction sites and as a barricade to any dangerous area. It has
the word “CAUTION” printed on it every 6” and is available in either 1,000’
or 300’ rolls. It can be tied around any object, the same as rope.
OSHA has approved the use of this tape to warn against any hazardous
area. It is 4 mil thick, not 2 mil like other caution tapes. It is not adhesive.

ITEM#:
3CT
3CT300

DESCRIPTION:
3” x 1,000’ CAUTION BARRICADE TAPE
3” x 300’ CAUTION BARRICADE TAPE

CLASS # 32

CONSPICUITY TRAILER TAPE
This conspicuity trailer tape has a brightness of 700 to 1,000 candle power
intensity. It is 2” wide, and alternates 11” red and 7” silver. It meets ASTM
d-4569-90 type v sheeting requirement. (ASTM is the American Society for
Testing Materials).
The rolls are 2” x 10 yd. or 2” x 150’ and easily applied to clean surfaces,
just peel and stick. The law requires coverage of at least half of both sides of
a trailer and the entire rear and under ride carriages, as well as upper corners
of the rear of the trailer or the upper bulkhead of a platform trailer. Once it is
installed, this tape resists dirt and grime as well as solvents.
This conspicuity tape exceeds the minimum standards for brightness and
reflection, and is DOT approved.

ITEM#:
548
54850

DESCRIPTION:
2” x 10 YD CONSPICUITY TRAILER TAPE
2” x 150’ CONSPICUITY TRAILER TAPE

CLASS # 32

BLOCK REFLECTOR TAPE
This is a high intensity, red and white reflective tape. It is 2” wide, 10
yards long and 10 mil thick. It will stick to almost any clean, dry surface.
Federal mandate now requires new trailers more than 80 inches wide
and a gross weight of more than 10,000 lbs. to be equipped with tape on both
sides and the rear. This is preferred for trailers because it’s the blocked type
(not the slanted stripes) that run 7 1/2” white, then 12 1/2” of red, and repeat
the pattern over 10 yards.
This pressure sensitive reflective tape resists dirt, grime, and common
solvents and is rated for 7 - 10 years of continuous outdoor exposure. It’s
also highly effective on traffic cones, forklifts, signs, metal drums, and
railings.

NOTE: THIS TAPE IS NOT D.O.T. APPROVED

ITEM#:
RB2RW

DESCRIPTION:
2” X 10 YD BLOCK REFLECTOR TAPE

CLASS # 32

REFLECTIVE TAPE
This is high quality, engineering grade reflective tape. It’s the right tape
for trucks, trailers, buses, and other vehicles that travel any highway and it’s
also great for poles, barricades, fences, mailboxes, trash cans, docks, or any
other items that need to be marked for safety.
This reflective tape has a seven year outdoor life and excellent day and
nighttime visibility. It meets or exceeds DOT specs #FP85 and ADF-88 but
is not DOT approved. (Meaning the tape does not have the Department of
Transportation approval stamped on it). USA MADE.

** NOT D.O.T. APPROVED

ITEM#:
RF2W
RF2R
RF2B
RS2RW
RS2OW

COLOR:
SOLID WHITE
SOLID RED
SOLID BLUE
RED/WHITE STRIPE
ORANGE/WHITE STRIPE

DESCRIPTION:
2” x 10 YD. REFLECTIVE TAPE
2” x 10 YD. REFLECTIVE TAPE
2” x 10 YD. REFLECTIVE TAPE
2” x 10 YD. REFLECTIVE TAPE
2” x 10 YD. REFLECTIVE TAPE

CLASS # 32

DAY & NIGHT BARRICADE TAPES
These are 3” wide x 1000’ rolls of yellow barricade tape commonly used
at crime scene or fire areas, but unlike standard barricade tapes, this tape has
alternating black and reflective lettering so crime scene and fire areas will be
safe during the day as well as night.
They’re available in four common legends with a reflective lettering that
glows when headlights or flashlights shine on it, and this tape is 4 mil thick
as opposed to other barricade tapes which are only 2 mil.

ITEM#:
906
907
908
909

LEGEND:
CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION
POLICE LINE DO NOT CROSS
FIRE LINE DO NOT CROSS
SHERIFF’S LINE DO NOT CROSS

SIZE:
3” x 1000’
3” x 1000’
3” x 1000’
3” x 1000’

CLASS # 32

UNDERGROUND TAPE
This underground burial tape is color coded to quickly warn excavation
and repair crews of underground electrical lines, sewer lines, telephone lines,
water lines, and fiber optic lines before damage or injury can occur.
This tape has big black lettering and is 3” wide on 1,000’ rolls. It’s a full
4 mil thick and impervious to alkalis, acids, and other soil components.
You simply run this tape 12” to 18” below ground level and 12” directly
above a buried electrical line. It’s an economical way to protect underground
lines and prevent expensive repairs and dangerous injuries. These tapes meet
OSHA and APWA. recommended color codes and are non metal detectable.

ITEM#:
3UTBEL
3UTBWL
3UTBTL
3UTBSL
3UTBFO
3UTBGL

SIZE:
3” x 1,000’
3” x 1,000’
3” x 1,000’
3” x 1,000’
3” x 1,000’
3” x 1,000’

COLOR & LEGEND:
BURIED ELECTRIC LINE BELOW
BURIED WATER LINE BELOW
BURIED TELEPHONE LINE BELOW
BURIED SEWER LINE BELOW
BURIED FIBER OPTIC LINE BELOW
BURIED GAS LINE BELOW

CLASS # 70

GOLF COURSE BARRIER TAPE
These are control barrier tapes that keep your players out of areas where
you don’t want them. Course repair is on going and critical and these barrier
tapes do the job. They’re bright yellow with bold, black lettering that warns
players: “no carts allowed” or “ground under repair”.
These rolls are 3” wide x 1,000’ long bright opaque yellow with an ultra
bond, scratch resistant, jet black ink and hold up to water, wind, and all other
harsh elements including heat and sunlight.

ITEM#:
SIZE:
3CTGUR 3” x 1,000’
3CTNCA 3” x 1,000’

LEGEND:
“GROUND UNDER REPAIR”
“NO CARTS ALLOWED”

CLASS # 32

1,000’ DANGER TAPE
This 3” wide x 1,000’ long barrier tape is 4 mil thick, bright red in color
with jet black lettering. The word “DANGER” is printed in bold font every
12 inches and this tape can be stretched, tied and wrapped around anything.
Used on any construction site, accident site or any hazardous location to
warn against any dangerous situation.

ITEM#:
DANGER

DESCRIPTION:
3” X 1,000’ RED/BLACK DANGER TAPE

CLASS # 32

4 PIECE CANVAS WHEEL COVERS
Genuine canvas wheel covers used to protect vehicle tires when painting
or as long term protection against sun rot on idle vehicles. They have a steel
hoop sewn into the outside edge that expands to slip over a standing tire and
the inside seam is double stitched for durability.
They are completely washable and can be used and re-used. Because of
the expansion hoop, each 4 piece auto tire cover set will cover 14”, 15”, or
16” tires. The truck tire covers are 30” x 30” for larger tires.

ITEM#:
DESCRIPTION:
WC4
4 PIECE CANVAS WHEEL COVERS - AUTOS
WC4T 4 PIECE CANVAS WHEEL COVERS - TRUCKS

CLASS # 32

SEAT COVERS
Slip n’ Grip ® protective seat covers have two different types of plastic that
are laminated together. The bottom layer clings to the seat, whether fabric or
leather, and the top layer lets the guy in the greasy pants slide in and out of
the vehicle without shifting the cover or dragging it with him.
They slip over any size bucket seat, or you can use two covers on a bench
type seat with plenty of overlap, so the middle is not exposed. And they stay
in place every time.
Available by the box or on the roll for use on the Slip n’ Grip ® dispenser
system. USA MADE

ITEM#:
DESCRIPTION:
P9943-10 SLIP N’ GRIP SEAT COVERS
P9943-14 SLIP N’ GRIP SEAT COVERS
P9943-15 SLIP N’ GRIP SEAT COVERS

QTY:
250 PER BOX
250 PER ROLL
500 PER ROLL

CLASS # 32

PROTECTIVE ACCESSORIES
STEERING WHEEL COVERS
Slip n’ Grip® steering wheel covers
offer the same great protection as their
seat covers. Reusable or throw away,
the steering wheel covers are made of
clear plastic with a stretch elastic grip
feature. Protects steering wheels from
oil, grease, and other shop chemicals.
ITEM#:
P9943-36

DESCRIPTION:
STEERING WHEEL COVERS

QTY:
250 PER BOX

TIRE BAGS
Slip n’ Grip® tire storage bags are the
professional touch your business needs
and your customers deserve. Available
in Standard and 2-Ply Heavy Duty.
Standard: (24” x 12” x 40”)
Heavy Duty: (33” x 16” x 44”)

ITEM#:
P9943-29
P9943-28

DESCRIPTION:
QTY:
TIRE BAGS - STANDARD
250 PER ROLL
TIRE BAGS - HEAVY DUTY 100 PER ROLL

PARTS BAGS
Slip n’ Grip® heavy duty plastic bags
keep hands and the vehicle clean when
returning used parts. Just another great
way to show your customers you care.

ITEM#:
P9943-30

DESCRIPTION:
PARTS BAGS

QTY:
500 PER ROLL

FENDER COVERS
Slip n’ Grip® fender covers are just
the thing to prevent scratches, dings,
grease and grime from your customer
vehicle as you work under the hood.
They will protect a large 2’ x 3’ area
on the fender or grill and are made of a
non slip material on both sides so they
stay put and your tools will not slip off
when placed on top of them.
They are 1/4” thickness, Royal Blue
in color and completely washable.
ITEM#:
P9933-43

DESCRIPTION:
NON SLIP FENDER COVERS

TIRE MASKERS
Slip n’ Grip® tire maskers are a perfect
cover for tires during painting. Canvas
tire covers often get stiff after repeated
use but Slip-n-Grip has an economical,
2 ply ‘masker’ that you can easily slip
over most tires, and it’s disposable.
The special film technology traps the
paint to prevent flaking during removal
and the contoured design ensures a tight
fit.
ITEM#:
P9943-98

DESCRIPTION:
TIRE MASKERS - 40 x 45

QTY:
50 PER ROLL

SLIP N’ GRIP FLOOR RACK
The Slip n’ Grip® floor dispensing
system will give a professional look to
your shop and, it’s an easy to use work
station for dispensing your Slip n’ Grip
products.
It’s made of heavy gauge steel, easy
to load and it’s modular so you can add
to it at your convenience. It can also be
customized with your shop name right
on it. Customization form is included.
ITEM#:
P9943-49

DESCRIPTION:
SLIP N’ GRIP FLOOR RACK DISPENSER

CLASS # 32

START UP KIT
Here’s a convenient way to let your customers know you care about their
vehicles. This ‘Start Up’ kit by Sip n’ Grip ® contains everything you need to
get started right out of the box.
This kit contains 250 seat covers, 500 plastic floor mats, 500 plastic parts
bags, 250 plastic steering wheel covers, 100 33 gallon tire bags and a sturdy
floor dispenser rack with 4 caster wheels.
This is a great start up kit that keeps you organized and shows you care
about your customers. USA Made

ITEM#:
P9943-76

DESCRIPTION:
SLIP N’ GRIP PRO START UP KIT

CLASS # 32

PROTECTIVE FLOOR MATS
POLY FLOOR MATS
Slip n’ Grip floor mats, just like all
their other protective products, are the
ultimate in protection from grease, oil
and other chemicals to the interior of a
serviced vehicle.
These are a laminated, 3 ply plastic
that will hold in place even when dirty.
They won’t tear or allow grease to soak
through, and are available in standard
or extra large for trucks and S.U.V.s
ITEM#:
DESCRIPTION:
QTY:
P9943-02 POLY FLOOR MATS - STANDARD 500 ROLL
P9943-58 POLY FLOOR MATS - X LARGE
250 ROLL

PAPER FLOOR MATS
Slip n Grip ® also makes the standard
paper floor mats, but with the ‘non-skid’
poly backing. They are a 3 Ply and offer
excellent interior floor protection.
They are a very economical and easy
way to protect the vehicle interior from
grease and grime and will let customers
know that you care about their vehicle.

ITEM#:
P9943-42

DESCRIPTION:
PAPER FLOOR MATS

QTY:
500 BOX

CLASS # 32

ANSI SAFETY T-SHIRT
These safety t-shirts meet all ANSI specifications for fabric that enhances
daytime visibility. They’re durable, machine washable and very comfortable.
They’re available in ‘day-glo’ orange or ‘day-glo’ yellow and they are so
bright you can see them against almost any background at twice the distance
of a regular white t-shirt.
When worn with reflective suspenders, they meet ANSI/ISEA 107-1999
specifications for class II safety garments. ANSI is the American National
Safety Institute and ISEA is the International Safety Equipment Association.
USA made.

ITEM#:
COLOR/SIZE:
AT1900L
ORANGE/LARGE
AT1900XL ORANGE/X-LARGE
AT1900XXL ORANGE/XX-LARGE

DESCRIPTION:
ANSI SHIRT
ANSI SHIRT
ANSI SHIRT

AT1901L
YELLOW/LARGE
AT1901XL YELLOW/X-LARGE
AT1901XXL YELLOW/XX-LARGE

ANSI SHIRT
ANSI SHIRT
ANSI SHIRT

CLASS # 32

CLASS II CREW NECK SAFETY T-SHIRT
These T-shirts are made of a quick dry, 3A breathable polyester fabric, are
super comfortable and won’t stick to sweaty skin in hot and humid weather.
They have a left chest pocket and 2” wide silver reflective stripes in both
vertical and horizontal positions in the front and back. The 360° reflectivity
provides a full body outline and is specifically designed for high alert, high
risk areas, and rated for traffic areas over 25 mph. Washable and US made.

ITEM#:
CP2701L
CP2701XL
CP2701XXL

SIZE:
DESCRIPTION:
LARGE
CLASS II ANSI SAFETY SHIRT
X-LARGE
CLASS II ANSI SAFETY SHIRT
XX-LARGE CLASS II ANSI SAFETY SHIRT

CLASS # 32

HI VIZ FLAGMAN’S SAFETY VEST
Bright, lime yellow, mesh safety vests with the 3-3/4” wide fluorescent
orange stripes and 2” wide contrasting reflective silver stripes in the center.
They have a tough, non conductive front zipper and adjustable Velcro sides
that allow the medium vests to be adjusted up to extra large, (X-L) and the
XX-L can be adjusted up to 5X-L.
The reflective silver stripe is a level II ANSI certified tape and the vests
are 100% ANSI certified soft polyester mesh on the front and back. They are
multi pocketed with 2 large pockets on the inside and 3 smaller ones outside.
These vests are worn by Department of Transportation personnel, street
and highway construction workers, railroad flagmen, airport security, and a
long list of other occupations where a high visibility, protective safety vest is
required.

ITEM#:
C2931A
C2931B

DESCRIPTION:
FLAGMAN’S SAFTEY VEST - M to X-L
FLAGMAN’S SAFTEY VEST - XX to 5X

CLASS # 32

PLAIN MESH SAFETY VESTS
These high visibility vests slip on easily and will provide high visibility
in any area. They’re great in busy company yards, or on the road and if you
have service personnel in trucks or vans safety cones and a safety vests are
required.
They are made of high quality, 100% soft polyester mesh and have black
contrasting binding all around. They are open on the sides and have 3/4” x
9” elastic side straps for fitting all sizes to Extra Large. These vests do not
have reflective stripes. Manufactured to MUTCD standards. Imported

ITEM#:
A1100
A1101

DESCRIPTION:
ORANGE MESH VEST
LIME GREEN MESH VEST

CLASS # 32

CLASS II SAFETY VESTS
Class II safety vests are necessary for activity areas of high risk and where
greater visibility is required. Uses include construction work, utility workers,
railway and survey crews, ground crews and emergency response personnel,
or any other workers in areas where moving equipment exceeds 25 mph.
These vests have an ice-cool, 100% soft polyester front with a mesh back,
a non-conductive nylon zipper, two large four-section vest pockets, and two
flap gusset pockets with Velcro closures.
They have 2” wide, silver reflective stripes in both horizontal and vertical
positions for a 360°, full body coverage and are available in both fluorescent
orange and fluorescent lime. These vests are machine washable. Imported.

ITEM#:
DESCRIPTION:
C2800L
CLASS II ORANGE SAFETY VESTS
C2800XL
CLASS II ORANGE SAFETY VESTS
C2800XXL CLASS II ORANGE SAFETY VESTS

SIZE:
LARGE
X-LARGE
XX-LARGE

C2801L
CLASS II LIME SAFETY VESTS
C2801XL
CLASS II LIME SAFETY VESTS
C2801XXL CLASS II LIME SAFETY VESTS

LARGE
X-LARGE
XX-LARGE

CLASS # 32

BREAKAWAY SAFETY VESTS
These high visibility breakaway safety vests deliver the utmost in safety.
They feature hook and loop fasteners at the top, sides and front which will
tear away when tugged with moderate force, to help prevent workers from
being caught and pulled into equipment, vehicles or machinery.
The vest is made of lightweight polyester mesh with two wide, reflective
tape strips; one 360° horizontal stripe and two vertical shoulder stripes and
there are two handy pockets; one for pens or small hand tools and one 5-1/2”
x 6-1/2” lower pocket for a booklet, tools, etc. Machine washable. Class 2
rated to meet all ANSI 107-2204 standards.

ITEM#:
C2411M
C2411L
C2411XL
C2411XXL
C24113XL
C24114XL
C24115XL

DESCRIPTION:
BREAKAWAY SAFETY VEST - MED
BREAKAWAY SAFETY VEST - LARGE
BREAKAWAY SAFETY VEST - XLARGE
BREAKAWAY SAFETY VEST - XXLARGE
BREAKAWAY SAFETY VEST - 3X LARGE
BREAKAWAY SAFETY VEST - 4X LARGE
BREAKAWAY SAFETY VEST - 5X LARGE

ITEM#:
C2410M
C2410L
C2410XL
C2410XXL
C24103XL
C24104XL
C24105XL

DESCRIPTION:
BREAKAWAY SAFETY VEST - MED
BREAKAWAY SAFETY VEST - LARGE
BREAKAWAY SAFETY VEST - XLARGE
BREAKAWAY SAFETY VEST - 2XLARGE
BREAKAWAY SAFETY VEST - 3X LARGE
BREAKAWAY SAFETY VEST - 4X LARGE
BREAKAWAY SAFETY VEST - 5X LARGE

CLASS # 32

BREAKAWAY SAFETY VESTS - CLASS 2
These high visibility breakaway safety vests deliver the utmost in safety.
They feature hook and loop fasteners at the top, sides and front which will
tear away when tugged with moderate force, to help prevent workers from
being caught and pulled into equipment, vehicles or machinery.
The vest is made of lightweight polyester mesh with two level II ANSI
certified, silver reflective stripes. They have a mic clip and clear ID panel as
well as multiple inside and outside pockets. Adjustable waist arms allow you
to convert this vest to fit over any clothing all year round. They are designed
to adjust to various sizes from medium to XL or from 2XL to 5XL. Class 2
rated to meet all ANSI 207-2006 public safety standards.

ITEM#:
DESCRIPTION:
C1501MLXL BREAKAWAY CLASS 2 VEST - MED - XL
C15012X5X BREAKAWAY CLASS 2 VEST - 2X - 5X

CLASS # 32

CLASS III SAFETY VESTS
ANSI Class III safety vests provide the highest visibility and are designed
for high traffic areas over 50 mph, and for workers who face serious hazards
or have high risk task loads that divert their attention, like construction yard
workers, flagmen, road construction, utility workers and survey crews.
These safety vests are made of a lightweight, polyester mesh and have the
Velcro® front closures and 2” wide reflective stripes in both the vertical and
horizontal positions on the front and back. They also have short sleeves with
reflective stripes which provide 360° coverage for a ‘full body outline’.
They feature one 4-section chest pocket for pens or tools, with a full radio
pocket built in behind it as well as two inside gusset pockets. Fully washable
and available in fluorescent orange or fluorescent lime green. Imported

ITEM#:
DESCRIPTION:
C3000L
CLASS III ORANGE SAFETY VEST
C3000XL
CLASS III ORANGE SAFETY VEST
C3000XXL CLASS III ORANGE SAFETY VEST

SIZE:
LARGE
X-LARGE
XX-LARGE

C3001L
CLASS III LIME SAFETY VEST
C3001XL
CLASS III LIME SAFETY VEST
C3001XXL CLASS III LIME SAFETY VEST

LARGE
X-LARGE
XX-LARGE

CLASS # 32

MESH VEST W/ SAFETY STIPES
These are high visibility vests that anyone can quickly slip on and be
seen in any area. They’re great in busy company yards, or on the road. If
you have service personnel in trucks or vans, they need safety cones and a
safety vest. These vests conform to ‘MUTCD’ standards. (MUTCD is the
‘Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices’).
They’re made of high quality, 100% soft polyester mesh and have the
bright, contrasting black binding all around and bright, reflective 1” stripes
that run vertically, both front and back.
They are open on the sides with 3/4” x 9” elastic side straps for fitting
all sizes to XL. The ‘Jumbo’ is adjustable up to 4XL, (which is available in
the Orange only). They have no pockets and are completely washable.

ITEM#:
A1200
A1200J

COLOR:
DESCRIPTION:
ORANGE MESH VEST W/ SAFETY STRIPE
ORANGE MESH VEST W/ SAFETY STRIPE - JUMBO

A1201

LIME GREEN

MESH VEST W/ SAFETY STRIPE

CLASS # 32

MULTI POCKET SURVEYOR’S VEST
These are top of the line surveyor’s vests that can be used in any outdoor
or indoor high traffic area. They are 100 % lightweight, polyester both front
and back with non-conductive nylon front zippers.
They have the two chest pockets for pens or tools and two large, outside
gusset pockets with velcro flap closures so there is lots of room for carrying
essentials to the jobsite.
These are the best surveyor’s vests on the market today because of their
breathable material, and the 2” contrasting reflective stripes in both vertical
and horizontal positions, both front and back, providing a full body outline.
Fully washable and available in fluorescent orange or fluorescent lime.

ITEM#:
S2000L
S2000XL
S2000XXL

DESCRIPTION:
SIZE:
ORANGE SURVEYOR’S VEST LARGE
ORANGE SURVEYOR’S VEST X LARGE
ORANGE SURVEYOR’S VEST XX LARGE

S2001L
S2001XL
S2001XXL

LIME SURVEYOR’S VEST
LIME SURVEYOR’S VEST
LIME SURVEYOR’S VEST

LARGE
X LARGE
XX LARGE

CLASS # 32

ANSI CLASS III SAFETY JACKETS
These safety jackets meet all standards set forth by the American National
Standards Institute: ANSI 107-Class 3, EN471-Class 3. Bright lime green in
color with reflective safety stripes.

CLASS 3 SAFETY WINDBREAKER
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
C3WINM - C3WINL - C3WINXL - C3WINXXL

•

Weatherproof outer shell constructed of
300 denier polyester oxford with PU
coating and DuPont® Teflon
Polyester mesh lining
2" level 2 ANSI-certified tape
Storm front with heavy duty zipper and
snaps
Hidden detachable hood with drawstring
and stoppers
Adjustable wrist straps with 3 snaps
1 inside chest pocket/1 radio pocket & 2
large lower pockets with flaps
Sizes: M-L-XL-XXL

______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
CLASS 3 SAFETY BOMBER JACKET
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weatherproof outer shell constructed of
300 denier polyester oxford with PU
coating and DuPont® Teflon
Polar fleece lining
2" level 2 ANSI-certified tape
Hidden detachable hood with drawstring
and stoppers
Elastic ribbed waist and sleeves
1 inside chest pocket/1 radio pocket, 2
slash zip pockets, 1 pencil pocket
Sizes: M-L-XL-XXL
C3BMM - C3BML - C3BMXL - C3BMXXL

CLASS 3 LINED SAFETY PARKA
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
C3PKM - C3PKL - C3PKXL - C3PKXXL

•

Weatherproof outer shell constructed
of 300 denier polyester oxford with PU
coating and DuPont® Teflon
Polar fleece lining
2" level 2 ANSI-certified tape
Storm front with heavy duty zippers
and snaps
Hidden detachable hood with
drawstring and stoppers
Zip off sleeves for more worker
versatility
Adjustable wrist straps with 3 snaps
1 inside chest pocket/1 radio pocket &
2 large lower pockets with flaps
Sizes: M-L-XL-XXL

ITEM#:
C3WINM
C3WINL
C3WINXL
C3WINXXL

DESCRIPTION:
CLASS 3 WINDBREAKER - MEDIUM
CLASS 3 WINDBREAKER - LARGE
CLASS 3 WINDBREAKER - X-LARGE
CLASS 3 WINDBREAKER - XX-LARGE

C3BMM
C3BML
C3BMXL
C3BMXXL

CLASS 3 BOMBER JACKET - MEDIUM
CLASS 3 BOMBER JACKET - LARGE
CLASS 3 BOMBER JACKET - X-LARGE
CLASS 3 BOMBER JACKET - XX-LARGE

C3PKM
C3PKL
C3PKXL
C3PKXXL

CLASS 3 LINED PARKA - MEDIUM
CLASS 3 LINED PARKA - LARGE
CLASS 3 LINED PARKA - X-LARGE
CLASS 3 LINED PARKA - XX-LARGE

CLASS # 32

TWO HEAD EMERGENCY LIGHT
This is a necessary item in any good emergency plan for any business or
family. A double head light that automatically comes on and burns brightly
when the power fails during emergencies such as earthquakes, brown outs,
and other severe storm situations.
They are powered by a 6 Volt battery that will provide light for up to 2
hours and feature dual 5 Watt lamps with ‘Bright Spot’ Illumination. They
are rechargeable and have an auto volt input capacity of 110V AC.
These lights are a necessity in schools, shops, hospitals, and many other
commercial buildings as well as private residences. Even buildings that have
emergency generators need well placed emergency lights.

ITEM#:
911

DESCRIPTION:
TWO HEAD EMERGENCY LIGHT

CLASS # 32

12 VOLT MAGNETIC CAUTION LIGHT
These 12 Volt, amber emergency lights are 6” tall by 5” wide and hook
right into your vehicle’s cigarette lighter. These lights revolve, making them
clearly visible for over a mile.
They have a strong magnetic base that will hold onto any metal surface
at high speeds and the coiled cord will stretch out over 8 feet long. This light
could make all the difference in getting you through an emergency. Imported

ITEM#:
DESCRIPTION:
915
12 VOLT MAGNETIC EMERGENCY LIGHT

CLASS # 32

EARTH FRIENDLY TRASH BAGS
Slip-n-Grip® pioneered the use of post consumer recycled (PCR) resin in
plastic bags and film, and their engineering and manufacturing expertise still
continues to set the industry standard.
Slip-n-Grip’s innovative, multi-layer manufacturing process sandwiches
greenshare™ PCR resin between surface layers of virgin resin, resulting in a
high performance, engineered bag that is thinner, stronger and contains the
maximum amount of recycled content.

EARTH FRIENDLY TRASH BAGS

ITEM#:
P9943-55
P9943-35
P9943-34

CAPACITY: SIZE: THICKNESS: COUNT:
55 GALLON 36”x 58”
1.30 MIL
100
45 GALLON 32”x 50”
1.30 MIL
100
30 GALLON 30”x 36”
.90 MIL
100

EARTH FRIENDLY & HEAVY DUTY TRASH BARREL LINERS

P9943-38 42 GALLON 32”x 48”

3.00 MIL

20

CLASS # 32

PIG MATS
Whenever you have machine leaks, automotive drips, overspray, or any
other kind of messy spill, you can’t soak it up any better or faster than with a
“Pig Mat”. These absorbent mats come in various sizes and will quickly and
effectively trap all spilled liquids so nothing is left behind.
They have 8 layers of highly absorbent polypropylene that are thermally
bonded together so that, even full of liquid, they won’t tear, rip, fray, shred,
or leave a fiber residue behind. They have an exclusive dimpled pattern that
spreads the absorption of oil, coolants, solvents, and water across the entire
mat evenly.
“Pig Mats” are widely used for spill containment, but they have a variety
of other applications. They are heavily used by the military for spill cleanup,
and they make great tool box liners, shop tablecloths, small drip absorbers as
well as heavy duty shop wipes.
They are available in two different thicknesses and sizes and sold by the
packs or individually. They are perforated down the middle to be easily torn
in half.

Packs:

Individual Mats:

# PIG124 - 20 Lightweight 14” x 14”
# PIG127 - 10 Double Thick – 14” x 20”

#PIG204 – Lightweight – 16” x 20”

ITEM#:
PIG124
PIG127
PIG204

DESCRIPTION:
14” x 14” LIGHTWEIGHT - PIG MATS
14” x 20” DOUBLE THICK - PIG MATS
16” x 20” LIGHTWEIGHT - PIG MATS

QTY:
1 PK (20)
1 PK (10)
EACH

